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Abstract—We propose an analytical model to estimate the
synthesized view quality in 3D video. The model relates errors
in the depth images to the synthesis quality, taking into account
texture image characteristics, texture image quality and the ren-
dering process. Specifically, we decompose the synthesis distortion
into texture-error induced distortion and depth-error induced
distortion. We analyze the depth-error induced distortion using
an approach combining frequency and spatial domain techniques.
Experiment results with video sequences and coding/rendering
tools used in MPEG 3DV activities show that our analytical
model can accurately estimate the synthesis noise power. Thus,
the model can be used to estimate the rendering quality for
different system designs.

Index Terms—3D video, DIBR, depth map coding, rendering,
view synthesis, power spectral density, gradient-based analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

3D video (3DV) has attracted much attention recently [1]–

[5]. 3D datasets usually consist of multiple video sequences

(texture data) captured by cameras at different positions, along

with the associated depth images. The per-pixel depth infor-

mation in the depth images allows synthesis of virtual views

at user-chosen viewpoints via depth-image-based rendering

(DIBR) [6] [7]. Depth information could be measured using

some range imaging devices such as time-of-flight cameras.

Alternatively, it could be estimated from the texture data using

computer vision techniques.

In many 3DV applications, the quality of the synthesized

view is imperative [8], [9]. The rendering quality, however,

depends on several factors and complicated interactions among

them. In particular, texture and depth images may contain

errors due to imperfect sensing or lossy compression [10],

[11], and it is not clear how these errors interact and affect

the rendering quality. Unlike texture errors, which cause

distortion in the luminance/chrominance level, depth errors

cause position errors in synthesis [12], i.e., pixels are warped

to slightly shifted positions during synthesis. The effect of

depth errors is very subtle. For instance, the impact of depth

errors would vary with the image contents, and images with

less textures tend to be more resilient to the depth errors.
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The impact of depth errors also depends on the camera

configuration as this affects the magnitudes of position errors.

Along the rendering pipeline, depth errors are also transformed

in different operations complicating the study of their effects.

An accurate analytical model to estimate the rendering

quality is very valuable for the design of 3DV systems. As an

example, the model may help understand under what condi-

tions reducing the depth error would substantially improve the

synthesis output. 3DV encoders can then use the information

to decide when to allocate more bits to code the depth images.

As another example, the model may be used to estimate how

much improvement can be achieved by placing cameras closer

together given other factors such as errors in the texture data.

B. Our contributions

In this work, we analyze how depth errors relate to the

rendering quality, taking into account texture image charac-

teristics, texture image quality and the rendering process. In

particular, we propose a framework that decouples the effects

due to errors in texture frames and depth maps to facilitate

analysis. We propose to model the distortions due to depth map

errors using an approach that combines frequency domain and

spatial domain analysis. Frequency domain analysis provides a

concise and compact representation to understand the synthesis

distortions, while spatial domain analysis accounts for the

spatial variant signals in the video frames. In our frequency

domain analysis, we use power spectral density (PSD) [13].

This is inspired by earlier work which used PSD to study the

effect of motion vector inaccuracy [14] and disparity inaccura-

cy [15]. However, while previous work applied PSD to analyze

the efficiency of the motion/disparity compensated predictors

in predictive coding, our work uses PSD to quantify the noise

power in the rendering output of the synthesis pipeline. As

will be clear, we focus on transformation/interaction of the

texture/depth error in the synthesis pipeline. In addition, we

analyze the synthesis distortion caused by depth errors in the

spatial variant signals along strong edges with a spatial domain

analysis. We decompose the local signals into gradient-based

representations, and show that linear approximation of the

signals (i.e., constant gradient approximation) can achieve

accurate estimation with negligible computation. Specifically,

our contributions are:

• We propose an analytical model to estimate the rendering

quality given depth map errors, texture image character-

istics (smooth or textural) and texture image quality as

the inputs.
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• We propose a model that combines frequency and spatial

domain analysis to estimate the distortion due to depth

map errors.

• In our proposed model, depth errors are used to compute

the position errors, and the probability distribution of the

position errors is in turn used to estimate, along with

the texture image PSD, the synthesis noise power of the

spatial invariant signals in the video frame1.

• We also propose to decompose the spatial variant signals

into gradient-based representations to facilitate analysis.

The analysis results show that linear approximations of

the spatial variant signals can lead to a computationally-

efficient and yet accurate estimation.

• We verify our model with substantial experiments using

video sequences and coding and rendering tools from the

MPEG 3DV activities [16], [17].

C. Related work

Several algorithms have been proposed to estimate the

rendering quality. Nguyen and Do [18] analyzed the rendering

quality of image-based rendering (IBR) algorithms and used

Taylor series expansion to derive the upper bound of the

mean absolute error (MAE) in the synthesis output. They also

quantified the effect of sample jitters caused by depth errors.

On the contrary, our work analyzes the rendering quality with

a combination of frequency and spatial domain techniques that

are quite different from their work, and our model estimates

the value (instead of upper bound) of the mean squared error

(MSE). We also test the model with video sequences and

coding/rendering tools used in MPEG 3DV activities [16],

[17].

Liu et al. [19] proposed a distortion model to evaluate

the synthesized view. Their work approximated errors due to

depth map artifacts using a linear model of average magnitude

of mean-squared disparity errors over an entire frame and a

motion sensitivity factor computed from the energy density.

This was motivated by earlier work of using linear distortion

model to characterize the effect of motion warping error [20].

Our work is different in that we characterize the disparity

errors using their distribution rather than their average, and use

a different analysis technique to derive the distortion caused

by the disparity error distribution. We also notice that spatial

variant signals would cause non-negligible discrepancy (In

our previous work [13], this necessitates compensating with

a video sequence specific constant). Therefore, we propose

to augment frequency-domain analysis with spatial-domain

analysis of spatial-variant signals. Our analysis framework is

also different and leads to a different formulation for synthesis

error decoupling.

Yuan et al. [21] proposed a frequency approach to estimate

synthesis distortion. Similar to Liu et al. [19], their work was

motivated by the linear distortion model characterizing the

effect of motion warping error [20]. In Yuan et al. [21], they

derived a linear model that relates synthesized view distortion

with the quantization steps of the texture and depth videos.

Model parameters are estimated by synthesis of three virtual

1This is based on our conference paper work in [13].

views using compressed texture/depth videos with different

texture/depth quantization steps. Note that their model param-

eters are specific to particular virtual view positions, scene

characteristics, coding algorithms and encoding options (since

quantization step is used as input in their model). That is,

new model parameters need to be estimated using synthesis

when these variables change. The author has also extended the

work to wiener filter design in [22]. The approach proposed

by Wang et al. [7] is similar to Yuan et al., with focus on

rate-distortion analysis of free viewpoint coding.

An autoregressive model was proposed by Kim et al. [23]

to estimate the synthesis distortion at the block level and

was shown to be effective for rate-distortion optimized mode

selection. In their work, rendering distortion of a block is

approximated by the local video signal variance and a first

order autoregressive model for the correlation coefficients. A

distortion model as a function of the view location was also

proposed by Velisavljevic et al. [24] for bit allocation. Taka-

hashi [25] proposed an optimized view interpolation scheme

based on frequency domain analysis of depth map error. Some

of his frequency analysis is similar to our previous work [13],

but there is no accuracy comparison provided in his work. Our

work is different as we take into account both distortions in

the texture images and depth maps, and estimate the distortion

due to depth map artifacts using probability distribution of

position errors, PSD of texture, and linear approximation of

local spatial-variant signals. The present work significantly

extends our previous work [13] by augmenting the frequency

domain analysis with a spatial domain analysis. The frequency

domain analysis is also modified in order to accommodate the

new approach. Elaborated experiment results and analysis are

provided in this work.

The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. Sections II-

IV discuss our analytical model. Section V summarizes our

proposed model. Section VI presents experiment results and

Section VII concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Figure 1 models the processing in a typical synthesis

pipeline (See Table I for a summary of notations). Two

reference texture frames captured by the left and right cameras

(denoted by Xl(m,n) and Xr(m,n) respectively) along with

their associated depth images (denoted by Dl(m,n) and

Dr(m,n) respectively) are used to generate the synthesized

frame U(m,n) at a certain virtual camera position. First,

in frame warping, pixels are copied from Xl to form an

intermediate frame Ul, from position (m′, n) to (m,n). We

assume the cameras are rectified and arranged linearly, and

there exists only horizontal disparity given by

m−m′ =
Dl(m

′, n)

255
(dnear − dfar) + dfar, (1)

where dnear = f ·bl
znear

, dfar = f ·bl
zfar

, f is the focal length, bl is

the distance between the left and virtual camera centers, and

znear and zfar are the nearest and farthest depth values.

Likewise, pixels are copied from Xr to form the intermedi-

ate frame Ur with horizontal disparity m−m′′. Then, Ul and
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Fig. 1. Processing in the synthesis pipeline. Based on the depth maps, pixel of Xl at location (m′, n) is warped to (m,n), while pixel of Xr at location
(m′′, n) is warped to (m,n). Horizontal disparity is m−m′ for the left reference, and m−m′′ for the right reference.
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Fig. 2. Analysis of the rendering error. (a) Synthesis with the original texture and original depth images. (b) Synthesis with the reconstructed texture and
original depth images. (c) Synthesis with the reconstructed texture and reconstructed depth images. N is the noise due to error in texture images. Z is the
noise due to error in depth images. V is the overall synthesis noise.

Ur are merged (blended) to generate U . We assume merging

by linear combination

U(m,n) = αUl(m,n) + (1− α)Ur(m,n), (2)

where the weight α is determined by the distances between

the virtual camera position and the left/right reference cam-

era positions. Note that other merging techniques have been

proposed, e.g., those that take into account the depth [26].

However, linear merging remains to be a popular practical

technique and could be a good baseline technique. Note also

that at some pixel locations, Ul(m,n) or Ur(m,n) or both

may be missing due to position rounding error, disocclusion

or outside of the field-of-view of the reference cameras.

Nevertheless, if the distances between the reference/virtual

cameras are small, such number of missing pixels is usually

small, and they would not cause significant model discrepancy.

In practice, the texture and depth images are lossy encoded,

and Figure 2 depicts our approach to analyze the effect of the

coding errors in rendering. In particular, in Figure 2(c), the

reconstructed texture/depth images (X̂l, X̂r, D̂l, D̂r) are fed

into the synthesis pipeline to produce the left/right interme-

diate images (Wl and Wr respectively), which are merged to

generate the synthesis output W . Synthesis quality is usually

measured, as in the ongoing MPEG 3DV activities, between

the rendering outputs with the original texture/depth images

and the reconstructed texture/depth images, i.e., between U in

Figure 2(a) and W in Figure 2(c). We denote the synthesis

noise by V = U − W , i.e., V is the noise in the synthesis

output due to (coding) error in the texture/depth images.

To facilitate the analysis, we consider an intermediate step

to model the synthesis noise. As shown in Figure 2(b), we

consider the case when the reconstructed texture images and

the original depth images are used in the synthesis to produce

the output Y . Note that U and Y are different solely due to

the fact that reconstructed texture frames X̂l, X̂r are used in
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS

Notation Meaning

Xl, Xr Original reference texture frames captured from the left and right cameras
respectively

Dl, Dr Original depth maps associated with the left and right images respectively

X̂l, X̂r Reconstructed texture frames for the left and right cameras respectively

D̂l, D̂r Reconstructed depth maps associated with the left and right images respectively
m, n Horizontal and vertical coordinates in a texture frame or a depth map respec-

tively
Ul, Ur Intermediate frames at virtual position produced from warping Xl with depth

map Dl, and Xr with depth map Dr respectively
U Synthesized frame at virtual position using Xl, Xr , Dl, Dr

Yl, Yr Intermediate frames at virtual position produced from warping X̂l with depth

map Dl, and X̂r with depth map Dr respectively

Y Synthesized frame at virtual position using X̂l, X̂r , Dl, Dr

Wl, Wr Intermediate frames at virtual position produced from warping X̂l with depth

map D̂l, and X̂r with depth map D̂r respectively

W Synthesized frame at virtual position using X̂l, X̂r , D̂l, D̂r

N Synthesis noise induced by lossy coding of texture frames, N = U − Y
Z Synthesis noise induced by lossy coding of depth maps, Z = Y −W
V Overall synthesis noise induced by lossy coding of texture frames and depth

maps
α Weight in merging the intermediate frames

ρN Correlation coefficient between Xl − X̂l and Xr − X̂r

ρZ Correlation coefficient between Zl and Zr

the synthesis instead of the original texture. Same depth maps

Dl, Dr are used to produce U and Y . Thus, N = U − Y is

the noise component due to lossy coding of texture frames. On

the other hand, Z = Y −W is the additional distortion due to

error in the depth images. Note that V = N + Z. Yuan et al.

[21] [22] have performed detailed analysis on E[NZ]. Their

analysis uses Taylor series expansion of several quantities.

Under the assumption that quantization error in lossy coding

can be modeled as zero mean white noise, they show that the

expected value of several quantities are zero and E[NZ] is

approximately equal to zero. Therefore, we have

E[V 2] = E[N2] + E[Z2] + 2E[NZ]
= E[N2] + E[Z2].

(3)

(3) suggests that the synthesis noise power due to texture

image coding (E[N2]) and depth image coding (E[Z2]) can

be estimated separately. As will be seen, this simplifies the

estimation of each components, and the total noise power can

be approximated simply by summing the two components. We

would like to emphasis that we introduce this intermediate step

as shown in Figure 2(b) solely for the purpose of facilitating

the analysis and this helps decouple the effect due to errors in

texture frames and depth maps2.

III. ESTIMATE THE NOISE POWER DUE TO TEXTURE

CODING

We proceed to discuss how to estimate the two component

noise signals in (3). We first focus on the noise caused by

2Note that if we use D̂ and X in the intermediate step (instead of D and

X̂ as in Figure 2(b)), then the difference between the intermediate step and
the original one would be the distortion caused by depth error (Z), and the
difference between the final step and intermediate step becomes the distortion
caused by texture error (N ). Equation (3) will still hold subject to the lossy
coding assumption, and the estimation of N and Z can follow mostly the

same steps. Thus, the use of D̂ or X̂ in the intermediate step will only have
minimum effect on our analysis.

lossy coding of texture image. Refer to Figures 2(a) and 2(b),

N(m,n) = U(m,n)− Y (m,n), (4)

U(m,n) = αUl(m,n) + (1− α)Ur(m,n)

= αXl(m
′, n) + (1− α)Xr(m

′′, n), (5)

Y (m,n) = αYl(m,n) + (1− α)Yr(m,n)

= αX̂l(m
′, n) + (1− α)X̂r(m

′′, n). (6)

Therefore,

N(m,n) = α
(

Xl(m
′, n)− X̂l(m

′, n)
)

+ (1− α)
(

Xr(m
′′, n)− X̂r(m

′′, n)
)

.
(7)

In (5), pixel in Xl at location (m′, n) is copied to the

intermediate image Ul location (m,n) (See Figure 2(a)).

Likewise, in (6), pixel in X̂l at location (m′, n) is copied

to intermediate image Yl location (m,n) (See Figure 2(b)).

Importantly, pixels in Xl and X̂l involved in computing

N(m,n) are spatially collocated, both from (m′, n) (similarly

for the right camera, both from (m′′, n)). This is because

in this first step (computing N(m,n)) the same (original)

depth information is used in both (5) and (6) to calculate the

disparity. The fact that pixels involved in computing N(m,n)
are collocated simplifies the estimation,

E
[
N2

]
= α2E[(Xl − X̂l)

2] + (1− α)2E[(Xr − X̂r)
2]

+ 2α(1− α)ρNσXl−X̂l
σXr−X̂r

,
(8)

where Xl − X̂l and Xr − X̂r are the texture coding noise

signals, and ρN is the correlation coefficient between Xl− X̂l

and Xr−X̂r. ρN tends to be small, and depends on the quality

of texture image coding. In particular, if the texture images are

encoded at low quality, there would be considerable structural

information remained in Xl − X̂l and Xr − X̂r, and they

would be more correlated. We trained a model to estimate
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ρN (parameterized by the average of E[(Xl − X̂l)
2] and

E[(Xr − X̂r)
2]), and the same model is used in all sequences

and coding conditions.

IV. ESTIMATE THE NOISE POWER DUE TO DEPTH CODING

We then focus on the rendering noise caused by error in the

depth images. Refer to Figures 2(b) and 2(c),

Z(m,n) = Y (m,n)−W (m,n), (9)

Y (m,n) = αYl(m,n) + (1− α)Yr(m,n), (10)

W (m,n) = αWl(m,n) + (1− α)Wr(m,n). (11)

Substitute (10) and (11) into (9), and with Zl = Yl − Wl,

Zr = Yr −Wr, we have

Z(m,n) = αZl(m,n) + (1− α)Zr(m,n), (12)

E[Z2] = α2E[Z2
l ] + (1− α)2E[Z2

r ]
+ 2α(1− α)ρZσZl

σZr
.

(13)

(13) suggests that the noise power due to depth error can be

estimated from the error components Zl, Zr in the left/right

cameras respectively. To estimate E[Z2
l ] (and likewise E[Z2

r ]),

Zl(m,n) = Yl(m,n)−Wl(m,n)
= Yl(m,n)− Yl(m−∆ml, n).

(14)

Here the depth error causes a horizontal position error ∆ml.

We propose to estimate E[Z2
l ] (and likewise E[Z2

r ]) using

an approach that combines frequency domain analysis with

PSD and spatial domain analysis with local gradient informa-

tion. While PSD has been used in various distortion estimation

problems in video signal processing, it assumes that the

underlying image signals are spatial invariant (i.e., wide-sense

stationary), which we found that in the current application this

would cause significant estimation discrepancy [13]. Specifi-

cally, an image X = {X(m,n)} is conventionally modeled as

a random field (each X(m,n) is a random variable). Spatial

invariant assumption implies that

E[X(m,n)] = µ(m,n) = µ, (15)

where µ is a constant, and

E[(X(i, j)−µ(i, j))(X(m,n)−µ(m,n))] = RX(i−m, j−n),
(16)

where RX(·, ·) is the autocovariance function. However, across

strong texture edges X(m,n) changes much more quickly

than in the non-edge regions. Edge pixels exhibit significantly

different correlation statistics compared with those in the non-

edge regions (autocovariance function decreases significantly

faster in edge pixels). We found that models that fail to account

for these non-stationary characteristics would incur consider-

able estimation discrepancy in rendering quality estimation. It

is because at regions where X(m,n) changes rapidly (strong

texture edges) pixel shifts would result in substantial rendering

errors and they are not negligible.

We propose to partition the video frame signals into Spatial

Invariant (SI) signals and Spatial Variant (SV) signals, and

analyze these signals with frequency and spatial techniques

respectively. Specifically, we start by analyzing the gradient

map of texture image Xl(Xr) and partition the video frame

into spatial-invariant and spatial-variant regions. We consider

pixels whose gradient magnitudes (computed from texture

images) are lower than a predetermined gradient threshold as

belonging to spatial invariant regions, and pixels whose gra-

dient magnitudes are higher than the predetermined gradient

threshold as belonging to spatial variant regions. To determine

the gradient threshold automatically, we use the Otsu’s algo-

rithm [27] and apply it to the gradient magnitudes of a video

frame (texture image). The Otsu’s algorithm determines a

threshold that minimizes the weighted sum of class variances.

That is, the (weighted) sum of the variances of the gradient

magnitudes within the spatial-invariant regions and the spatial-

variant regions shall be minimized. As shown in Fig. 3, we

take one frame (texture image) of the sequence “Kendo” as an

example to demonstrate the thresholding of SI and SV regions

via Otsu’s algorithm. In the following two subsections, we will

estimate E[Z2
l ] (and likewise E[Z2

r ]) for the pixels belonging

to SI and SV regions, which we denote them as E[Z2
l,SI] and

E[Z2
l,SV] respectively. We determine E[Z2

l ] as a combination

of distortions,

E[Z2
l ] = E[Z2

l,SI] + E[Z2
l,SV], (17)

where E[Z2
l,SI], E[Z2

l,SV] are normalized by the number of

pixels in a video frame, as will be discussed. Note that most

of the pixels change moderately and they are classified as

belonging to SI regions by the Otsu’s algorithm as shown

in Fig. 3. Isolated regions of pixels with rapidly changing

correlation statistics are classified as belonging to SV regions

and they are analyzed individually with a spatial domain

technique.

A. Error Model for Spatial Invariant Regions

All the SI regions in a video frame are characterized

by a single parametric PSD model in the frequency-domain

analysis. Specifically, from (14), the PSD of Zl,SI can be

derived by

ΦZl,SI
(ω1, ω2) = 2(1− cos(∆ml · ω1))ΦYl,SI

(ω1, ω2). (18)

(18) is obtained by taking discrete-time Fourier transform

of (14) and computing the squared modulus from both sides

(See Appendix A). Since ∆ml is random, we take expectation

in (18) w.r.t. the probability distribution of ∆ml and p(∆ml),

ΦZl,SI
(ω1, ω2) = 2(1− E[cos(∆ml · ω1)])ΦYl,SI

(ω1, ω2)
= 2(1− Re{P (ω1)})ΦYl,SI

(ω1, ω2),
(19)

where P (ω1) is the Fourier transform of p(∆ml), and

Re{P (ω1)} denotes the real part of P (ω1). Here we use the

result of E[cos(∆ml ·ω1)] = Re{P (ω1)}. This can be derived

by starting with the identity, cos(∆ml · ω1) = (ej∆ml·ω1 +
e−j∆ml·ω1)/2, and then noticing that taking expectation of

e−j∆ml·ω1 w.r.t. distribution p(∆ml) is equivalent to applying

Fourier transform F [.] to p(∆ml),

Ep(∆ml)[e
−j∆ml·ω1 ] =

∫
e−j∆ml·ω1p(∆ml)d∆ml

= F [p(∆ml)]
(20)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Texture image of Kendo sequence (view 3) (b) Corresponding
thresholding result using Otsu’s algorithm (black: spatial invariant regions,
white: spatial variant regions).

Details of the derivation can be found in [14]. Approximat-

ing ΦYl,SI
by ΦX̂l,SI

, we finally obtain3,

ΦZl,SI
(ω1, ω2) ≈ 2(1− Re{P (ω1)})ΦX̂l,SI

(ω1, ω2). (21)

We use (21) to compute the distortion. We approximate

ΦX̂l,SI
(ω1, ω2) by a parametric model. We assume that the

signals in SI regions follow an isotropic autocorrelation func-

tion,

RX̂l,SI
(∆m,∆n) = exp(−ω0

√

∆m2 +∆n2). (22)

where RX̂l,SI
(·) denotes the autocorrelation function for the

pixels in spatial-invariant regions of X̂l [28]. ∆m and ∆n
are the horizontal and vertical distances of two samples

in spatial domain of X̂l,SI, i.e., (∆m,∆n) = (1, 0) and

(∆m,∆n) = (0, 1) represent the horizontally and vertically

adjacent samples respectively. ω0 is the correlation between

3 Note that we propose to estimate the rendering error caused by the texture
and depth errors without actually performing any warping / synthesis of the
virtual view. In other words, Yl is in fact unknown. Fortunately, the spectral

content of X̂l and Yl would be similar as they represent the same scene at

slightly different view angles. Therefore, PSD of X̂l, ΦX̂l
, can be used to

approximate PSD of Yl, ΦYl
. This approximation is accurate provided that

the view angle difference is small.

adjacent pixels in SI. The PSD of the signal is [28],

ΦX̂l,SI
(ω1, ω2)

=

{

2πω0

(
ω2
0 + ω2

1 + ω2
2

)−3/2
, |ω1| ≤ π and |ω2| ≤ π,

0, otherwise.

(23)

(23) is used for ΦX̂l,SI
(ω1, ω2) in (21) for distortion esti-

mation. (21) suggests that the PSD of the error due to lossy

coding of the (left) depth image is the product of the PSD of

the texture signal and the envelop, 2(1−Re{P (ω1)}), which

depends on the distribution p(∆ml). The distribution p(∆ml)
for the left camera depends on the depth error and the camera

set-up, and can be readily obtained from Dl, D̂l and binning

∆ml (similarly for the right camera),

∆ml(m,n) = kl(Dl(m,n)− D̂l(m,n)), (24)

where kl is a spatially invariant constant depending only on

the camera setup,

kl =
f · bl
255

(
1

znear
−

1

zfar
). (25)

We integrate ΦZl,SI
in (21) to estimate E[Z2

l,SI]. To illustrate

how ΦZl,SI
depends on p(∆ml), Figure 4 depicts the empirical

p(∆ml) of a video frame from the sequence Kendo, the corre-

sponding envelope 2(1−Re{P (ω1)}), the PSD of the texture

signal, and the PSD of the rendering noise. As suggested in

Fig. 4, error due to lossy depth coding mostly depends on

the high frequencies of the texture signals. This agrees with

the observation that lossy depth coding causes more rendering

artifacts in scenes with a lot of textures (which have a lot of

high frequencies), but less degradation in homogeneous scenes

(which have primarily low frequencies).

B. Error Model for Spatial Variant Regions

1) Overview of our approach: To estimate the distortion

due to depth errors in the spatial-variant (SV) regions, we

process the frame row-by-row. For each row, we process one

by one each SV region (a SV region consists of consecutive

pixels classified as SV). For each SV region, we approximate

the rendering distortion based on the average horizontal gra-

dient and average position error of that region using a very

simple equation. We will give details and justifications in the

following sections.

2) Gradient-based analysis of SV regions: Let us denote a

vector
→

SL as the pixel values of a SV region of extent (width

or length) L in Yl,SV,
→

S′

L as the one in Wl,SV. Recall that

due to the depth coding artifacts, there exists depth error for

depth map, resulting in horizontal disparity error during texture

image wrapping, i.e., Wl,SV(m,n) = Yl,SV(m − ∆ml, n), as

shown in (14) and Figure 2.

Specifically, in SV regions, the sharp edge would magni-

fy the effect of horizontal disparity error on the rendering

distortion between
→

SL and
→

S′

L. To model the effect of both

gradient value and depth error (horizontal disparity error) on

the rendering result, we decompose
→

SL into L gradient-based

component-vectors, such that
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�

(a)
�

(b)

�
(c)

�
(d)

Fig. 4. Rendering noise due to depth errors as characterized by (21). (a) Empirical distribution of the position errors, p(∆ml). This is computed from the
depth errors of a typical reconstructed depth image using (24). In particular, depth maps in the Kendo sequence are encoded using JMVC Encoder 8.3.1. Note
that the distribution has non-zero probability mass from −10 to 10, although most of the probability mass is concentrated in the three peaks: −1, 0, 1. (b)
The corresponding frequency envelope: 2(1−Re{P (ω1)}). This is obtained by applying Fourier transform on (a) to obtain P (ω1), and taking only the real
part of P (ω1). Note that the envelope attenuates low horizontal frequency signals. (c) PSD of the texture signals. This is obtained by applying discrete-time
Fourier transform on a typical reconstructed video frame in the Kendo sequence, and PSD is computed as the squared magnitude of frequency representation.
(d) PSD of the rendering noise due to errors in the depth images. This is obtained as the product of (b) and (c) following our deviation. A valley at the low
horizontal frequency can be observed.

→

SL =

L∑

k=1

→

sk, (26)

where k = 1, 2, · · · , L and
→

sk is the kth gradient-based

component-vector, given by

→

sk = gk~1k, (27)

where gk is the gradient value at the kth spatial location in
→

SL, and ~1k is a vector with k−1 zeros followed by L−k+1
ones, i.e., ~1k = [0, · · · , 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸

k−1

, 1, · · · , 1
︸ ︷︷ ︸

L−k+1

]. Fig. 5 depicts an example

of the decomposition with L = 4.

Note that the motivation of the following discussion is

to relate the rendering distortion into gradients and dispari-

ty/position errors, instead of computing them one pixel by one

pixel. This simplifies estimation and captures the relationship

between rendering distortion and gradients. Given (26) and

(27), the squared error between
→

SL and
→

S′

L is

Fig. 5. Example of the decomposition of a SV region into gradient-based
component-vectors. The extent of the SV region, L, is 4 in this example.

Heights of the entries (arrows) in
→

S4 are the pixel values in the SV region

(figure on the left), whereas height of the non-zero entires in
→

sk is the gradient

value at the kth location in the SV region (figure on the right).

||ES ||
2
2 = ||

→

SL −
→

S′

L||
2
2

=
L∑

i=1

(
→

SL(i)−
→

S′

L(i)

)2

=
L∑

k=1

L∑

i=1

(
→

sk(i)−
→

s′k(i))
2 + 2

L−1∑

k=1

L∑

l=k+1

L∑

i=1

(
→

sk(i)−
→

s′k(i))(
→

sl(i)−
→

s′l(i)).

(28)
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The detailed derivation of (28) is shown in Appendix B.

Let us denote
→

ek =
→

sk −
→

s′k as the error vector for the kth

gradient-based component-vector, (28) can be rewritten as

||ES ||
2
2 =

L∑

k=1

||
→

ek||
2
2 + 2

L−1∑

k=1

L∑

l=k+1

→

ek ·
→

el. (29)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) rendering error for the kth gradient-based component-vector when
1 ≤ k ≤ L − d (b) rendering error for the kth gradient-based component-

vector when L− d < k ≤ L. In (a), supports of
→

sk and
→

s′
k

overlap. In (b),

supports of
→

sk and
→

s′
k

are disjoint. Note that the non-zero entries in
→

sk and
→

s′
k

are the same, since they are the decompositions of
→

SL and
→

S′

L
respectively,

and
→

S′

L
is the shifted counterpart of

→

SL.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) rendering error of
→

ek ·
→

el when 1 ≤ k ≤ L − d (b) rendering

error of
→

ek ·
→

el when L− d < k ≤ L.

The first term of (29) is given by

||
→

ek||
2
2 =

L∑

i=1

(
→

sk(i)−
→

s′k(i))
2

=

{
2dg2k for k = 1, 2 · · · , L− d;
2(L− k + 1)g2k for k = L− d+ 1, · · · , L,

(30)

where d is the average position error for this spatial variant

region. The two cases that k = 1, 2 · · · , L − d and k = L −

d+ 1, · · · , L are illustrated in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) respectively.

With a position error d, the supports of
→

sk and
→

s′k overlap

for k = 1, 2 · · · , L − d (Fig. 6(a)). On the other hand, the

supports of
→

sk and
→

s′k are disjoint for k = L − d + 1, · · · , L
(Fig. 6(b)). These lead to different ways to calculate the error

vector magnitude in (30).

Similarly, the second term of (29) can be derived from (30)

and Fig. 6, as illustrated in (31) and Fig. 7 respectively,

→

ek ·
→

el =

{
(2d− (l − k))gkgl for k = 1, 2 · · · , L− d;
2(L+ 1− l)gkgl for k = L− d+ 1, · · · , L.

(31)

Substituting (30) and (31) into (29) and representing it in

matrix form (see Appendix C), we have

||ES ||
2
2 = 2

∑

i,j

(D ◦G)ij = 2
∑

i,j

(D)ij(G)ij , (32)

where “◦” represents the Hadamard product or element-wise

multiplication of two matrices. G is the matrix related to g
(the gradient of SV regions in texture map), as shown in (50)

of Appendix C). D is the matrix related to d (the depth-error-

induced position error), as shown in (52) of Appendix C).

As noted in [21] and following the law of large numbers,

when the number of samples is large, the average value of all

the samples approximates their expectation. Therefore, E[Z2
SV]

can be approximated by the MSE of the rendering distortions

in SV regions,

E[Z2
l,SV] =

1

MN

∑

S∈SV

||ES ||
2
2, (33)

where M ×N is the spatial dimension of a video frame. (33)

can be used in (17) to estimate the overall distortion caused

by depth errors.

Note that we use the average position error d of a SV region

instead of per-pixel position errors to estimate the distortion, in

order to simplify the computation. This can be justified by the

fact that L (the extent of a SV region) is usually small, e.g., see

Fig. 3(b). Furthermore, to illustrate that the average position

error is a reasonable approximation to per-pixel position errors,

we measure the Standard Derivation (SD) of the position errors

in each of the Spatial Variant (SV) regions. Histograms of SD

are shown in Figure 8. As shown in the figure, SD tends to be

very small (less than 0.08; SD of many SV regions is almost

zero), indicating that per-pixel position errors tend to be very

close to the average position error of a SV region. This occurs

because the change in position-error per unit change in depth-

map-error can be computed via (24) (when Dl − D̂l = 1) and

is very small (see Table II). This is true as long as the camera

distance bl is small (see (24)).

TABLE II
CHANGE IN POSITION-ERROR PER UNIT CHANGE IN DEPTH-MAP-ERROR

FOLLOWING THE MPEG 3DV 2-VIEW TEST CASES [16]

Video Sequence Change in Position-error

Kendo 0.094118
Ballons 0.094118
Poznan_Hall2 0.200000
Poznan_Street 0.154902
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Fig. 8. Histogram of the standard derivation (SD) of the position errors in Spatial Variant (SV) regions of the Kendo sequence: (a) Depth QP=32, (b) Depth
QP=44. Note that SD tends to be very small, indicating that per-pixel position errors tend to be very close to the average position error of a SV region.

3) Simplified equation to compute the rendering distortions

in SV regions: Here we discuss how to simplify (32) to

compute ||ES ||
2
2. A SV region consists of pixels around a sharp

edge and the extent (width) of a SV region is usually small

(e.g., see Fig. 3(b)). That is, L is very small for a typical
→

SL.

Thus, it is reasonable to use linear approximation to approxi-

mate the L pixel values in a SV region (we will argue that such

approximation causes negligible discrepancy). Specifically, we

approximate the gradient values (gk, k = 1, 2, · · · , L) in the

spatial variant regions with the mean of all the gk,

g0 =
1

L

L∑

k=1

gk. (34)

The gradient-based component-vectors
→

sk and the texture

SV region
→

SL are approximated by
→

tk and
→

TL respectively,
→

tk = g0~1k, (35)

and →

TL =
L∑

k=1

→

tk. (36)

The corresponding rendering distortion for
→

TL, given an

average horizontal disparity error d, is simply

||ET ||
2
2 = 2g20

∑

i,j

(D)ij

=

{

(−d3

3 + L2d+ Ld+ d
3 )g

2
0 for d ≤ L;

L(L+ 1)g20 otherwise.
(37)

We use (37) in lieu of (32) to estimate the rendering

distortions in SV regions. Clearly, (37) requires negligible

computation complexity.

4) Discrepancy analysis: Here we assess the discrepan-

cy between using
→

SL and the approximation
→

TL, i.e., dis-

crepancy when average gradient g0 is used in lieu of gk,

k = 1, 2, · · · , L. Using gk we obtain the distortion vector

ES =
→

SL −
→

S′

L, while using approximation g0 we obtain the

distortion vector ET =
→

TL −
→

T ′

L. We argue that the norm

squared of the discrepancy, i.e., ||ES − ET ||
2
2, shall be much

smaller than the estimation ||ES ||
2
2.

||ES − ET ||
2
2 = ||(

→

SL −
→

S′

L)− (
→

TL −
→

T ′

L)||
2
2

= ||(
→

SL −
→

TL)− (
→

S′

L −
→

T ′

L)||
2
2

= ||
→

∆L −
→

∆′

L||
2
2,

(38)

where
→

∆L =
→

SL −
→

TL =
L∑

k=1

(
→

sk −
→

tk) =
L∑

k=1

δk~1k, (39)

and
δk = gk − g0, (40)

where δk is the deviation of the gradient gk from its average g0.

Following (28), except that we replace
→

SL with
→

∆L, and
→

S′

L

with
→

∆′

L, and the result in (32) except that the gk is replaced

by δk, we have

||ES − ET ||
2
2 = 2

∑

i,j

(D ◦G∆)ij , (41)

where G∆ = [δ1, δ2, · · · , δL]
T [δ1, δ2, · · · , δL]. Let δmax =

max
k

{|δk|} = max
k

{|gk − g0|} denote the maximum variation

between gk and the approximation g0 (the average of gk),

and gmin = min
k

{|gk|} as the minimal gradient value. Recall

that in a SV region, all the gradient values are greater than

some threshold. Therefore, the gradient value itself is in

general much larger than the variation from the average, i.e.,

|gk| ≫ |δk|. We have

||ES − ET ||
2
2 = 2

∑

i,j

(D ◦G∆)ij

< 2δ2max

∑

i,j

(D)ij

≪ 2g2min

∑

i,j

(D)ij

< ||ES ||
2
2

(42)

In other words, the norm squared of the discrepancy be-

tween ES and the approximation ET is much smaller than

the norm squared of the rendering error itself (ES). Therefore,

the approximation of g0 is a reasonable choice to reduce the

computational complexity without causing much estimation

discrepancy.

V. MODEL SUMMARY

Here we summarize the modeling process, which estimates

the noise power in the synthesis output from Xl, Xr, X̂l,

X̂r, Dl, Dr, D̂l, D̂r analytically. First, mean squared errors

(MSEs) between Xl and X̂l, and between Xr and X̂r, are

computed and used in (8) to determine E[N2]. The Otsu’s

algorithm is then applied to the gradient maps of Xl and Xr

to determine the spatial invariant and spatial variant regions.

Correlation between adjacent pixels in SI regions is computed
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to determine the parameter for the parametric PSD ΦX̂l,SI
(see

(23)). This parametric PSD along with P (ω1) (1-D FFT of

p(∆ml)) are used in (21) to compute the distortion spectrum

ΦZl,SI
(ω1, ω2) of the SI regions. We integrate ΦZl,SI

(ω1, ω2)
to obtain E[Z2

l,SI]. For the SV regions, we apply (37) to

compute the individual distortions, and (33) to obtain E[Z2
l,SV].

E[Z2
l,SI] and E[Z2

l,SV] are summed to obtain E[Z2
l ]. E[Z2

r ]
can be estimated in a similar way. E[Z2

l ] and E[Z2
r ] are then

combined to obtain E[Z2] following (13). Finally, E[N2] and

E[Z2] are summed to obtain the overall synthesis distortion

power E[V 2] following (3).

VI. EXPERIMENTS

We have performed experiments to verify the accuracy of

the proposed models. Following the camera configurations in

the MPEG 3DV 2-view test cases [16], two reference views

were used to render a virtual view in-between. Both the

texture and depth videos were encoded with JMVC Encoder

8.3.1. Each group-of-pictures consisted of an anchor frame and

several hierarchically coded B frames. Inter-view prediction

was also used in encoding. Quantization parameters (qp) were

set to be 32, 36, 40 and 44 for both texture and depth image

encoding. VSRS 3.5 [17] was used to synthesis the virtual

view, with the merging method chosen to be averaging4.

We also compare our model with Yuan’s model [21] in

the following experiments, regarding accuracy, complexity and

convenience for applications. Yuan et al. proposed a linear

model that relates synthesized view distortion with quantiza-

tion steps of the texture/depth videos. Their model parame-

ters are specific to video/scene characteristics and particular

virtual view positions. To estimate the model parameters,

view synthesis is required [21]. While they also have some

analysis in frequency domain, their approach and our approach

are very different. Both Yuan’s model and our model are

inspired by previous work on efficiency analysis of motion

compensation in conventional video coding. However, Yuan’s

model takes the approach proposed by Taubman [20] [29] and

we take the approach proposed by Girod [14]. The principles

and mathematical details of them are very different, and

consequently we also have very different model and analysis

results from [21].

Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12 compare the empirical results and

the model results using our model and Yuan’s model [21] for

video sequences Kendo (1024× 768), Balloons (1024× 768),

PoznanHall2 (1920× 1088) and Poznan-Street (1920× 1088).

The empirical results were measured from the rendering output

4In our experiment, the reference image for MSE / PSNR calculation
is the synthesis output using uncompressed texture / uncompressed depth
of adjacent views. This follows the experiment practice in MPEG 3DV.
Alternatively, an existing view directly captured by camera can be used as
reference for comparison. However, we noticed that empirical data using
these two reference images (the one synthesized using uncompressed texture /
uncompressed depth of adjacent views, and the one captured by camera at the
same view angle) are rather different. This could be due to some small errors in
camera calibration, and such differences in cameras have not been considered
in view synthesis. Our current method uses characteristics of the adjacent
views to estimate the synthesized view quality and has not considered such
differences. Our future work will investigate extended models that consider
other issues such as imperfect camera calibration in addition to view position
difference.

of VSRS. Our model results were computed following the dis-

cussion in Sections II, III and IV. For Kendo, we also show the

results for texture qp (color_qp) of 24 to highlight the effects

of different texture image quality. As shown in the figures,

our model can accurately estimate the rendering quality with

different encoding conditions and situations. However, there is

some gap between Yuan’s estimation and the empirical data5.

We further compare Yuan’s model and our model regarding

complexity and convenience for applications. In Yuan’s model,

model parameters are specific to video/scene characteristics

and particular virtual view positions. In applications where the

video contents/characteristics remain similar and the virtual

view position is fixed and predefined, their model requires low

complexity and is convenient for computing rough estimates

of the rendering distortion. However, in practical applications

where the video contents may change frequently, their model

requires re-estimation of the model parameters, and this neces-

sitates frequent re-synthesis of virtual views to calculate the

distortion data points for computing the model parameters. On

the contrary, our proposed model does not require any view

synthesis, and is flexible regarding change in video contents

and virtual view positions. Specifically, in our SI/SV signal

analysis, we use gradient field of the texture image, which

can be easily computed. We use a parametric PSD model

which is parameterized by the correlation coefficients of the

pixels. Also, estimating the distortion at a different virtual view

position requires only updating the distribution of the position

errors (in SI signals analysis) and the average position errors

(in SV signals analysis). These updating operations require

low complexity, as depth errors and position errors are related

linearly with the camera setup factor kl (24), and only kl would

change for a different virtual view position.

From the experiment results in Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12,

it is suggested that, with lower quality texture images (e.g.,

color_qp = 44 in Fig. 9(e)), only small gains in the ren-

dering output can be obtained with improving the quality

of the depth images (reducing depth_qp). This is because

with lower quality texture images the noise due to texture

coding E[N2] dominates the overall synthesis noise power

in (3), and reduction in E[Z2] has only a small impact. On

the other hand, when the texture images have good quality

(e.g., color_qp = 24 in Fig. 9(a)), large gains in the rendering

quality can be obtained with improving the quality of the depth

images (reducing depth_qp). Another observation is that in the

case of high texture quality (small color_qp) and low depth

quality (large depth_qp), e.g., Fig 9(a) with depth_qp = 44,

the accuracy of the modeling results appears slightly worse

compared to other cases. This is because with high quality

texture images the noise due to depth coding E[Z2] dominates

the overall synthesis noise power in (3), and a slight distortion

in modeling of depth error (E[Z2]) may have strong impact

on the overall modeling accuracy.

To further illustrate the characteristics of rendering distor-

tion caused by texture error (E[N2]) and depth error (E[Z2]),
we plot E[N2] and E[Z2] respectively in Fig. 13. Due to

5Note that Yuan’s focus is on bit allocation and their work seems to suggest
that bit allocation may tolerate some model inaccuracy.
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Fig. 9. Modeling result: Kendo. Results are shown for texture images encoded with different qp (color_qp). The horizontal axis represents the qp used in
encoding the depth images (depth_qp), and the vertical axis represents the rendering quality. “empirical”: synthesis quality using VSRS; “model”: estimation
using our model; “model_ref”: estimation using Yuan’s model.
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Fig. 10. Modeling result: Balloons. “empirical”: synthesis quality using VSRS; “model”: estimation using our model; “model_ref”: estimation using Yuan’s
model.

limited space, we merely show the typical empirical results

and the modeling results for sequence Kendo in the cases that

texture qp = 32 and qp = 44. As we expect, the empirical

and model results of E[N2] remain unchanged for different

depth image quality, as depicted in Fig. 13(a) and (c). Another

observation is that a large texture qp (color_qp = 44) causes

large texture-error induced distortion E[N2] (MSE is over 34,

see Fig. 13(c)), while depth-error induced distortion E[Z2] is

relatively small (MSE is less than 6, see Fig. 13(d)). Such

large E[N2] dominates the final rendering quality, resulting in

a relatively small change in rendering quality at different depth

map quality (see Fig. 9(e)). On the other hand, for a smaller

color qp (color_qp = 32), the magnitude of the texture-error

induced distortion (MSE is around 6) is comparable to the one

caused by depth error. Therefore, the total rendering quality

would be equally affected by both texture error and depth error,

and we can observe noticeable variation in rendering quality

at different depth map quality (see Fig. 9(b)).

We have also implemented the cubic distortion model

proposed in [24] and comparison results are depicted in

Figure 13. As depicted in Figure 13 (a), the cubic model

in [24] introduces somewhat non-negligible inaccuracy during

the estimation of texture-error-induced rendering distortion

(E[N2]). In estimating the depth-error-induced rendering dis-

tortion (E[Z2]), the accuracy of the cubic model is close to our

approach as shown in Figure 13 (b). One of the reasons is that
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Fig. 11. Modeling result: PoznanHall2. “empirical”: synthesis quality using VSRS; “model”: estimation using our model; “model_ref”: estimation using
Yuan’s model.
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Fig. 12. Modeling result: Poznan Street. “empirical”: synthesis quality using VSRS; “model”: estimation using our model; “model_ref”: estimation using
Yuan’s model.

the cubic model assumes independent zero-mean quantization

error in the left and right reference texture images. In other

words, ρN , the correlation coefficient between Xl − X̂l and

Xr−X̂r in our approach, is assumed to be zero in their work.

We found that the independence assumption may not be valid

in some cases. In our work, we trained a model to characterize

the correlation between the quantization errors, and this leads

to better estimation accuracy. Examining Figure 13 (c), when

texture-QP increases, the discrepancy between the empirical

and the cubic modeling results for E[N2] becomes more

pronounced. When texture images are encoded at lower quality

(with higher texture-QP), there would be more structural

information remained in Xl − X̂l and Xr − X̂r, and the

quantization errors tend to be more correlated. In this case,

the effect caused by the assuming ρN = 0 will be more

pronounced and thus the estimation of E[N2] tends to perform

worse in the cubic model of [24].

In order to simplify the estimation of rendering error, we

approximate the per-pixel position errors using the average

position error for a SV region of length L. Note that L
is usually small. Here we estimate the specific portion of

rendering error in SV regions using our model (i.e., with

average position errors) and compare it with the corresponding

empirical rendering error (i.e., with per-pixel position errors).

As shown in Figure 14, the comparison suggests that the

estimation of rendering distortion using average position errors

approximates well the empirical rendering distortion using

per-pixel position errors (we observed similar results in other
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Fig. 13. Modeling result of Kendo: (a) rendering distortion caused by texture error (E[N2]) when texture color_qp = 32 (b) rendering distortion caused
by depth error (E[Z2]) when color_qp = 32 (c) rendering distortion caused by texture error (E[N2]) when color_qp = 44 (d) rendering distortion caused
by depth error (E[Z2]) when color_qp = 44. “empirical” represents empirical measurements, “model” represents modeling results based on our approach,
“model_ref2” represents cubic modeling results using [24]. Note that in Figures (a) and (c) our results overlap with the empirical measurements.
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Fig. 14. Rendering distortion induced by depth errors (i.e., E[Z2]) in Spatial Variant (SV) regions of the Kendo and Balloons sequences: the BLUE curve
(empirical) represents the empirical MSE computed with per-pixel position errors; the RED curve (model) represents the estimated MSE using average position
errors.

testing sequences). Therefore, the approximation using average

position error in SV regions seems to be reasonable and

effective.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed an analytical model to estimate the

synthesized view quality in 3D video. The model relates

errors in the depth images to the rendering quality, taking into

account texture image characteristics, texture image quality

and the rendering process. We decoupled the estimation of the

power of the synthesis distortion into two steps, one focusing

on the texture error induced distortion, and the other focusing

on the depth error induced distortion. We showed that the PSD

of the rendering distortion due to depth coding is the product

of the PSD of texture data and a frequency envelope depending

on the probability distribution of the position errors. We

also derived equations to estimate the rendering distortions in

spatial variant regions along strong edges. Experiment results

showed that the model can accurately estimate the synthesis

noise power. The model can be used to predict the rendering

quality for different system designs. The analysis can also help

inform designs of coding, transmission and rendering systems

for 3D video.
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APPENDIX A

Here we present a detailed derivation of (18). From (14),

Zl(m,n) = Yl(m,n)−Wl(m,n)
= Yl(m,n)− Yl(m−∆ml, n).

(43)
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Apply discrete-time Fourier transform to (43), we obtain:

Zl(ω1, ω2) = Yl(ω1, ω2)− Yl(ω1, ω2)e
−j∆ml·ω1 .

(44)

Taking the squared magnitude of both sides:

|Zl(ω1, ω2)|
2 = |Yl(ω1, ω2)− Yl(ω1, ω2)e

−j∆ml·ω1 |2

= |Yl(ω1, ω2)|
2|1− e−j∆ml·ω1 |2.

(45)

The second term of RHS of (45) can be simplified as:

|1− e−j∆ml·ω1 |2 = |1− cos(∆ml · ω1) + j sin(∆ml · ω1)|
2

= 2− 2 cos(∆ml · ω1).
(46)

PSD is the square of the magnitude of the frequency repre-

sentation. Therefore, from (45), we obtain:

ΦZl,SI
(ω1, ω2) = 2(1− cos(∆ml · ω1))ΦYl,SI

(ω1, ω2).(47)

APPENDIX B

Here we present a detailed derivation of (28). Recall that
→

SL can be represented by
→

SL =
L∑

k=1

→

sk from (26) and Fig.

5, where k = 1, 2, · · · , L and
→

sk is the kth gradient-based

component-vector, given by
→

sk = gk~1k. Then ||ES ||
2
2 can be

computed by (48). Note that in lines 5 to 7 we expand the

squared of summation term in line 4.

APPENDIX C

Here we present a detailed derivation of (32). Substituting

(30) and (31) into (29), we have (49).

Note that line 1 is followed from the derivation results of

Appendix B. In line 2, we partition the summation. In line

3, ||
→

ek||
2
2 and

→

ek ·
→

el are substituted by values following the

analysis in Figures 6, 7 and (30), (31).

Examining (49), ||ES ||
2
2 is computed by weighted summa-

tion of the basic terms (i.e., g2k and gkgl) with different weight

coefficients. In other words, we can define a matrix G to

represent all the basic terms,

G = [g1, g2, · · · , gL]
T [g1, g2, · · · , gL]. (50)

Similarly, the weight coefficients can be denoted as another

matrix D based on only the average position error d of a SV

region. Then, ||ES ||
2
2 will be represented by operations on the

two matrices,

||ES ||
2
2 = 2

∑

i,j

(D ◦G)ij = 2
∑

i,j

(D)ij(G)ij , (51)

where D is given by (52).
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||ES ||
2
2 = ||
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SL −
→

S′

L||
2
2
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L∑
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(
→

SL(i)−
→

S′

L(i)

)2
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→

sk(i)−
L∑
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s′k(i)
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sk(i)−
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sL(i)−
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→
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2 + (
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||ES ||
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2
2 + 2
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ek ·
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=
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2
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